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CORRECTIONS

JUNE 29, 2017

INTERNATIONAL

A White House Memo article on Monday about President Trump’s deflections

and denials about Russia referred incorrectly to the source of an intelligence

assessment that said Russia orchestrated hacking attacks during last year’s

presidential election. The assessment was made by four intelligence agencies — the

Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the Central Intelligence Agency, the

Federal Bureau of Investigation and the National Security Agency. The assessment

was not approved by all 17 organizations in the American intelligence community.

NATIONAL

An article on April 19 about President Trump’s “Hire American” order referred

incorrectly to the application process for employers seeking to hire H-1B workers.

The employers must attest that they are paying the foreign workers prevailing wages

and that the working conditions of existing workers will not be adversely affected.

They do not have to attest that they tried to find an American first. This correction

was delayed because the error was pointed out to editors only recently.

SPORTS

A Q. and A. interview on Sunday with the basketball great Bill Russell
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erroneously attributed a distinction to him. He was one of the first players — not the

first — to win an Olympic gold medal, an N.B.A. championship and a college title.

(Clyde Lovellette had accomplished all three by 1954; Russell, by 1957.)

To contact the newsroom regarding correction requests, complaints or other

comments about our coverage, please email nytnews@nytimes.comor call1-844-

NYT-NEWS (1-844-698-6397).

Comments on editorials may be e-mailed to letters@nytimes.com or faxed to

(212) 556-3622.

For newspaper delivery questions: 1-800-NYTIMES (1-800-698-4637) or

e-mail customercare@nytimes.com.
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